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ABSTRACT. The C*-algebras generated by bilateral and unilateral

shifts are studied in terms of certain covariance algebras. This enables

one to obtain an answer to the question of when such shifts are G.C.R.,

or not, or even when they are N.G.C.R.. In addition these shifts are clas-

sified to within algebraic equivalence.

Introduction.  This paper is concerned with certain types of bounded

linear operators on separable Hilbert spaces. The types are the weighted

shifts, both bilateral and unilateral. These operators have been studied quite

extensively and have been found to contain examples of many different types

of operator behaviour [4], [15], [17]. Among other results, necessary and suffi-

cient conditions are given here for when such shifts are G.C.R. or type I

(§3.4), for when the C -algebra that they generate contains the compact op-

erators (§2.5, §3.2), and for when two shifts are algebraically equivalent

(§2.4, §3.3). In order to answer these questions, it is necessary to obtain a

useful description of the C -algebras they generate and of their irreducible

representations. For this purpose covariance algebras are most appropriate

[3], [9], [10], [23], [24].

In the first part of this paper the results on covariance algebras that are

needed are presented. Many of these results are known;  they appear chiefly

in [24]. In the case of the group Z, some of the proofs are conceptually eas-

ier and it seemed worthwhile to present them. The principal new result here

is Theorem 1.2.1, in which it is shown that a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion on a homeomorphism cp oí a compact space X in order that every ideal

in the covariance algebra C (X, cf>)  contain an element of C(X), is that the

periodic points be a "small" set. The theorem is in fact proven for a general

C*(2I, Z).

The C -algebras generated by weighted shifts with closed range are com-

pletely characterized in §§2.2 and 3.1 in terms of covariance algebras C*(X, cp).
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It is shown that the space X has a certain canonical form which for a given

shift makes explicit all of its irreducible representations as weighted shifts.

Also this canonical form of X  classifies shifts to algebraic equivalence (§2.4,

§3-3). This last term was introduced by W. B. Arveson [2] to describe two op-

erators T and S for which the map T —» S  extends to a *-isomorphism of

C (T) onto C (S).  For normal operators this means they have the same spec-

trum, so for weighted shifts we have an "induced" version of this result.

If the above remarks seem to make little distinction between unilateral

and bilateral shifts, this is because as is seen in Parts II and III, the differ-

ences are much less than might have been expected. In fact the type of anal-

ysis carried out here is almost equally applicable to all classes of centered

operators [21],

The terminology and notation used are the standard ones [2], [8].  Thus,

for example, L(H)  and C(H)  denote the bounded linear operators and compact

linear operators on a Hilbert space H, C ({ i) denotes the C  -algebra gener-

ated by i Î and 1, ?I    denotes the commutant of an algebra 21, and H   denotes

the Hilbert space on which a representation z7 of some C -algebra acts.  The

order of presentation is:

Part I Covariance Algebras

§1.1        Representations

§1.2       Ideals

§1.3        Type I on G.C.R. algebras

§1.4        A representation theorem

Part II Bilateral Weighted Shifts

§2.1        Uniqueness of the basis

§2.2        The generated C -algebra

§2.3        Shifts without closed range

§2.4        Algebraic equivalence

§2.5       N.G.C.R. shifts

Part III Unilateral Weighted Shifts

§3.1        The generated C -algebra

§3.2       N.G.C.R. shifts

§3.3        Algebraic equivalence

§3.4       G.C.R. shifts

PART I. COVARIANCE ALGEBRAS

1.1. Representations. If x iS a *-automorphism of a C -algebra ?I, the

semidirect product or covariance algebra C (21, Z) is constructed as follows:

Let / (21, Z) be the set of all 2I-valued functions F on Z for which the norm
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||F||, = 2°°_oo||P(w)||  is finite. / (21, Z) is a Banach space in this norm

and if a multiplication and an involution are defined by

(Fl * F2)(n) a ¿Z Fl(k)Xk(F2(n - k))
k

and

F*(n) a x«(F(-nf),

then / (21, Z) becomes a Banach algebra with approximate identity. Now

C (21, Z)  is defined to be the enveloping C -algebra [8]. Thus, for F £

l\U, Z) put
||F|| = sup ||zr(F)||,

where 77 ranges over all irreducible *-representations of / (21, Z)„ One can

show [9], [24] that ||F|| = 0 =»F = 0 so C*(2I, Z) is defined to be the com-

pletion of / (21, Z) in this norm. More generally, if G is any locally compact

group of *-automorphisms of 21, then C (21, G) can be constructed [9], [23],

[24].  To every representation p of a covariance algebra C (21, Z) corre-

sponds a pair (77, U), where 77 is a representation of 21, and U is a unitary

operator on H^ with the property that Un(A)U~    = u(y(A)) for all A  in 21.

In fact if F e /1(2I, Z), then
OO

(1.1) p(F)=    ¿     n(F(n))U".
n = -°o

We shall express this relationship by writing p = (77, U).

Let A   and A  denote the spectrum, or dual, and the quasi-spectrum of

21 respectively [8], A   can be naturally embedded in A, and A  can be en-

dowed with the Mackey Borel structure and the Jacobson topology [8], [13].

Any representation 77 of 21 has a central decomposition, 77 = fjc(x)dpix)

where p is a standard Borel measure on A, c(x)   is a measurable cross sec-

tion of the quotient map Fac(2I) —» A, and the center of zt(2I) consists of the

diagonalisable operators M.  These are the operators AL (where / is in S(A),

the bounded Borel functions on A), defined on F in H    by (M ,F)(x) = f(x) •

Fix) [8].

Any *-automorphism y oí 21 induces an obvious map cf> of A  into A

which leaves A  invariant.  Further, it is immediate from their definitions that

t/j is an isomorphism for the Borel structure and a homeomorphism for the to-

pology.

For a representation p = (tt, U) of C7(?I, Z), let 8 denote the inner automorphism

of 7z(2I) given by A —» UAU~l. Then the center of tt(?I)', the commutant of 7z(2I), is

invariant under 0. As is shown in [13], this leads to the fact that

(1.2) UM.U-1 =M. ,,
I ¡o<p>
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for each M. £ M. This implies that p is quasi-invariant with respect to ctS i.e.

j(/j" o p\nez are pairwise absolutely continuous, where (</i o /i)(F) = p(cp\E)). So if

h a d(d) o p)/dp is the Radon-Nikodym derivative, then defining U • on F € ff   by

i/j, is unitary and has the property that H AMp~,   =M.  ±. Thus   l/^I    e

zM  , so U = B • U±, where B  is a decomposable operator.

If p = (tt, U) is an irreducible representation, then it follows immediately

from 1.2 (since 77(21)   = M), that cp must be ergodic with respect to p, i.e. if

E C A is measurable and <£(£) = F, then p(E) = 0 or 1. Since cpAA) = A, p

is based on either A  or A — A. The former is a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that 77 be a type I representation [8, Proposition 8.4.8], If so, then n

has a unique decomposition 77 = n^ © 7r j ®tt2@ ... , where n.  is a repre-

sentation of multiplicity i, 1 < i < yQ. In fact 77. = /ß c(x) dp(x), where B . =

{x: c(x)  is quasi-equivalent to some i • v with f irreducible}.  Each B. is

clearly r/>-invariant, so again by ergodicity if tt is of type I, then tt has uni-

form multiplicity. In fact, one can go further and conclude that p is concen-

trated on some A     . = \x:  c(x) = i • v and dim H_, = n\.
n,i v

An ergodic quasi-invariant measure p. may have p(0) = 1 for some orbit

0 of 0. In this case the measure is said to be transitive. Otherwise it is

called intransitive [20],

Suppose p = (zr, U) is an irreducible representation of C (21, Z) for

which p    is transitive, here this means purely atomic, based on the orbit of

a    in A~" say. If a    is not in A, then one sees readily that p is not in fact

irreducible. So a    is in A, and then we have seen that it = i • J^ c(x) • dp (x),

n  t i
and n is independent of the particular cross section c(x) chosen L8J. If p

is purely atomic, then any cross section is measurable, and one can be cho-

sen so that H^tt(A)V:1 = tt o cf>(A) for all A e U. Then U = BU^, where B £

7r(2I) . Further for such p    one sees that if 77 is not multiplicity free, then

p is reducible.

To summarize, if p = (77, U) is any irreducible representation of C (21, Z)

for which pn is transitive, then pn is based on A, tt is a multiplicity free

representation, and U = M^ • U^, for some h £ B(A), with |¿>| = 1. If the

point a    is not periodic, then the family of representations p = (77, M^UA)

are all possible and all unitarily equivalent. If a    is periodic of period k,

then again the representations (zt, M, U) are all possible and two such are

unitarily equivalent if and only if

* ̂ V • * ¿ftaj) • • -  kx(cf>k- \afl)) = h2(a¡) - hJMaJ) • • - h2ifpk- HaJ).

In general if pn is not transitive, then it appears that the relationship
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U+M.U   _j = U.  ±  cannot always be lifted to give H iTtUI   = tt o x- How-

ever for the case of 21  commutative this is of course automatic, so one has in

this case that for every quasi-invariant ergodic measure p on A, C (21, Z)

has an irreducible representation on L (A, p).

While not much can be said about the intransitive irreducible representa-

tions, it is at least clear that one of them cannot be unitarily equivalent to a

transitive representation. For if V: (zTj, i/j) —» (zr2, U2), then V must imple-

ment a unitary equivalence between 77,   and 77-  and thence between the cen-

ters of 77j(2I)    and n2(U)   . This is clearly impossible if /Zj is atomic and

p2 is not.

1.2. Ideals. We now want to consider ideals in C (21, Z). Since, as was

remarked earlier, / (21, Z) C C (2t, Z), there is a natural injection /' of 21 into

C*(2I, Z), with z(A)(t2) = A8Q    , for A e 21. The specific question to be an-

swered is: If / is an arbitrary nonempty selfadjoint ideal in C (21, Z), under

what conditions on 21 and the action of Z on it can it be concluded that /o2I

¿Í0¡?
If the induced action 4> on A is free, i.e. no periodic points, then it fol-

lows from [24] that the above is true. We shall show the following. Let H¿ =

\x £ Â: <£'(*) = x], i = 1, 2.

Theorem 1.2.1. Pot all nonempty ideals I in C*(2I, Z), 7n2l^{05 if and

only if interior H. = 0 all i.

Recall that the topology is that of Jacobson. An immediate consequence

is the useful

Corollary. If some nonperiodic point has a dense orbit in A, then the

property' is true.

Before embarking upon a proof of the theorem, we present a sequence of

lemmas, at least some of which will be used elsewhere.

Definition. If <f> is an ergodic quasi-invariant transformation on the finite

measure space (X, p), and J   is any second countable topology subordinate

to the Borel structure, by supp^fi is meant the minimal closed tri invariant

set whose complement has measure zero.

Alternatively supp„ft is the maximal set on which p. is diffuse, i.e. p(A)

> 0 if A is nonempty and open. With this terminology, it is due to Halmos

[14, p. 26] that

Lemma 1.2.1. For almost every point in X, its orbit under <£ is dense in

supp?ir.
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The following is also well known.

Lemma 1.2.2. // p is a standard measure on X, and P denotes the set

of points periodic under t/j, a quasi-invariant, ergodic Borel transformation,

then p(P) a Q or else p consists of a finite number of atoms.

Proof.  Since p is standard and t/i is quasi-invariant, there exists N

with p(N) = 0, and X\N  a standard Borel space invariant under tri. But then

there is a second countable topology subordinate to the Borel structure on

X|N which is Hausdorff.  Then the orbit of any periodic point is closed, and

the conclusion follows for the previous lemma.

If F £ l\U, Z), define ËJ.F) = F(n), n £ Z.

Lemma 1.2.3. F    is continuous in the CA-norm on I (21, Z) and \E || < L

Proof.  We recall that the C*-norm on / (21, Z) is ||F|| = sup   ||p(F)||,

where p is an irreducible representation of / (21, Z). If v £ A  is not peri-

odic under 4>, consider the transitive irreducible representation pv = (tt, U±)

defined in §1. Then ff^- ©^W., with H. = Hv all i, and

\\v(F(n))\\a       sup \(pv(F)Ç,-n)\

ftWhfl-i

so ||KF(rO)||^||pv(F)||.

If v in A is periodic, of period k say, let p* denote the finite dimen-

sional representation p* = (77, MUA). If n = I (mod k) and if ç. £ rY;, ff =

Hv all z, then

(PÏ(F)t0, ̂-(J^  *(F0')XA<zSV7fo' £/)

00

= £   (v(F(l + jk))rj., cf ) - g(v) • g(tb(v)) - - - g(d>l(v)) ■ \>
— OO '

where A = g(u) • • • g(0*~ l(v)) and r¡. = Ul¿'k £„. But

>\(v(F(l + jk))r,.,^)\    for all 7.sup

Ul=i
£   (v(F(l + jk))ri     Ç).Xj

7 = — 00 *

Hence given f, 7/, there exists g for which

Taking sups, it has been shown that for all v £ A, there exists pv with

\\PV(F)\\ > ||v(F(n))||. Hence, since ||E(«)|| = supvCi4 \\u(F(n))\\, the result.
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Corollary ([9], [24]). If F e Z1(2I, Z), then \F\\ = 0 implies F = 0.

Now F    is extended by continuity to C (21, Z). If p is any irreducible

representation of C (21, Z) one can attempt to define Ep: p(C (21, Z)) —»

p(2I) by EPn(p(F)) = p(En(F)). For this we need

Lemma 1.2.4. // p = (tt, Í/) z's atî irreducible representation for which p

does not consist of a finite number of atoms, then Ep is both well defined

and continuous, for all n £ Z.

Proof. We sketch the argument which is a standard one. With the notation

of the last section, it follows from Lemma 1.2.2 that 77 = fxc(x)dp, where

0 is a freely acting Borel isomorphism of the standard Borel space X. Using

the fact that the Borel structure is both countably generated and countably

separated, given any integer N and x e X, one can find a Borel neighborhood

W, with p(W ) > 0 and \qA(VI )\._N disjoint. Thence one easily obtains

ÍV.!.eZ a disjoint, measurable covering of X subordinate to \^x^xex' Given

f > 0, find H £ /1(2I, Z) and N £ Z, with H(n) = 0 if |«| > N and ||F - H|| <

€. Then if f £ Hn, and x$ denotes tne characteristic function of the set S,

\tt(Eq(H))Ç||2 = ¡Jc(y)(EQ(H)) - Ç(y)\\2dy

-SÍ
(1.3) '       '

/)II2||MV

,,c<yXF0(zT)).£(y)||2¿y

<Z\\pW\\2\\Kñ2

2 11 ¿Il 2= \\piH)VU\\
where (1.3) follows from

||p(F)Mt     f II2 = /   Ii £ «(EniH)) . Mx U"{\(y)f   dp(y)

-Jw    ¡¿Z    c(y)(E(H))Mx (y) - (U"Ç)(y)
* H-N 4>-»twj

dp(y).

Thus ||zt(F0(/V))|| < ||p(ff)||.  But FQ  is continuous from the previous lemma,

and p and 77 are continuous, and all are of norm < 1, so ||77(F0(F))|| < ||p(F)||

+ 2e. Hence the lemma for n = 0. The general case n = k is obtained by

considering p(H) • U~   .

The converse to this last lemma is also true, as if pn does consist of a
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finite number of atoms it is easy to define F £ I (21, Z), for which p(F) = 0

but p(F0(F)) i 0.

The following might be considered as a sort of converse to Lemma 1.2.3.

It is one of the keys to understanding the structure of the covariance algebra

C*(2I, Z).

Lemma 1.2,5. For F e C*(2l, Z), if EJIF) = 0 for all n, then F = 0.

Proof. What must be shown is that if p(F (F)) = 0  V«, Vp, then p(F) =

0 Vp. If p = (z7, U) is any irreducible representation, then clearly p^ = (77,

A • U) is also, for any A 6" C, with |A| = 1. Choose £, 77 in H . For any H

€ l\U, Z), we have
00

ipiH)£,r,)a   £    (77ÍF (//))• l/'"£ 77).
i=-oo

So we can define A: 5   —* C, by
00 00

¿(A) = (p (ff)£ 77) =   £   (tKF (//)). i/'f.r/).A2' =   £   fl.A«'.
z = -oo j=-oo

Since 2 |fl¿ I < 00, h(X) e L2(Sl). If Hfc — F in C*(2I, Z), then from the defi-

nition of the norm in C (21, Z) we have that

hk(X) -> /(A) = (px(F)£ 77)   uniformly in A.

Hence £fe(A) -»/(A) in L2(5!). But if h¿X) = 2~_ooa.feA1', and /(A) =

2/.A1 then ß.. —» /.. However fl¿, = (rr(E¡(Hk))¿¡, 77), which by Lemma 1.2.3

converges to zero, each i. Hence /; = 0 for all », so /(A) = (p^F)ç, 77) = 0.

In particular (p(F)cf, 77) = 0. Since £, r¡ and p are all arbitrary, we conclude

that F = 0.

It is an immediate consequence of the last two lemmas that

Corollary.  // p = (77, U) is an irreducible representation of C (21, Z),

then p is faithful if and only if p    is not periodic and tt is faithful.

Remark.  From here, when we speak of the support of pn, we shall mean

with respect to the Jacobson topology. That we may do so and that supp pJT =

{z7n: ker A. 3 ker 77Î is shown in [13J. Thus 77 is faithful if and only if

supPP-rr^A-

We turn now to the proof of the theorem. Let H . = \a £ A: cpl(a) = a].

Let P = U°li#" I-et ^ t>e a selfadjoint ideal in C*(2I, Z). We want to show

that if interior H. =0, all i, then 7 n 21 ̂  |0|.

Any ideal / is uniquely determined as the kernel of a certain family of

irreducible representations \py\y eS of C (21, Z). Let \py\yeS be the cor-
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responding measures on A. If supp / = \J   £jsupp p    4 A, then from the defi-

nition of the topology, for some T 4 0 in 21, tt(T) = 0 for all 77 in supp /.

Thus Tel.

So assume   supp I = A.   Let  F/0   be in /.   For all nonp'eriodic

py, py(F) a 0   implies   py(E (F)) = 0   for all  n   by Lemma  1.2.4.   Let

K = \y: p   : is not periodic!, and   Y = (J    ^supp p   . From the above it

follows that 7r(F (F)) = 0 for all ?7 in Y and all tz in Z. Thus if F j¿ 0, it

follows from Lemma 1.2.5 that for some ?r0  in Yc and integer nQ, tt0(E    (F))

4 0. There are now two cases to be considered.

Suppose first that 77Q  is periodic. Using the fact that / is an ideal it

can be assumed that ||77n(F0(F))|| = 2 say. Since supp / = A, it must be that

Yc C P, and the hypothesis that the interior of H.   is empty for all i implies

that either

(i) 770  is the limit of a net |ff,LD of nonperiodic points,

or that

(ii) it is the limit of a sequence of periodic points whose periods tend to

infinity.

This makes use of the fact that 0 is a homeomorphism in the Jacobson

topology. Since Yc is open and contained in P, if (i) holds then ^A^gp is

ultimately in P. But each-77 , is not periodic, a net \v.\ C P can be chosen

with v. —» 7T0  and period v. —»oo. This is (ii).

Since Yc C (JyeM\ jzsupp p   , if (ii) holds then the net [rr^] can in fact

be chosen so that the representations pd = (tt^, M    U ± ) are each in

^Py]yeM\H  for some Sd-

On the other hand, if 77 Q is not periodic then since ttq C P implies that

for some collection <77a}CP, ker770||ker 77a, it follows that 77n(F0(F)) 4 0

implies 77a (EJF)) 4 0, some a.n, and we are in the first case above.

Choose A £ llfn, Z) with ||A - F|| < ]4, and choose NQ >0 with ||A||: <

2_N\\E (A)\\ +]4. If p = (tt, M ,U A is a transitive irreducible representation

of C (21, Z), based on the orbit of zrn, where 77.  has period k, and if A =

/(770) . f(<p(TT0)) ... f(<Pk-1(TT0)), then for any £ 77 e ffff    with ||£|| = \\t,\\ = 1,

Thus

So

\fèj0iE0+ikiA)).\\t,j

|(770(E0(A))cf, ,)| < ||p(A)||

'0

-KpM)£>z>l<llpM)||.

g fr0»«W)ft *
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Thus ultimately

since

II W^H < IIpWII + ? II W^ll
im)

< \\p(A)\\ + %    iik>NQ.

hdlE0(A))\\<ip(A)\\+%<2

\\pdiA)\\a\\pd(A)-pJiF)\\<\\A-F\\aV4.

But then by upper continuity [8, Proposition 3.3.2], it follows that ¡|?t (F (A))|| < Yi,

thence ||zrn(F0(F))|| < %, a contradiction. This is the desired result since it has been

shown that if interior H. = 0   all z, then supp / = A implies that / = ,0i.

For the converse, suppose interior H.   ^0, then some rrQ  has an open

neighborhood W     C H. . This means that for some A £ 21, 77(A) = 0 for all 77
0        ;0

in the complement of W    , but rr^A) ^ 0.  For each a in A, let pfl = (»7 , Uj, )

denote the transitive irreducible representation based on its orbit. Since

?7a(A)= 0 all a implies A = 0, it suffices to find F 4 0 in l1 (II, Z), with

pa(F)=0 all a in A.

If a has period k and F £ I (21, Z), then certainly pa(F) = 0 if

2™=_aocßl(a)(F(i + nk)) m 0, 0 < i, I < k - 1. Define

F(z7) = 0 if |R| >/2+ 1,

F(?2) = z; A    if y </2+ 1, i;   e R.
ZZ '     ' ' U 7Z

Then since every point in W      has period at most /n, it follows that any

nontrivial solution for the v 's to a system of at most /0(/n + l)/2 equations

gives an F with the desired properties.

We may notice that Lemma 1.2.4 implies that every irreducible represen-

tation of a covariance algebra C (21, Z) is in fact a covariance algebra;

C*(z7(2t), Z.) if 77 is periodic and C (zr(2I), Z) otherwise. We also have

Theorem 1.2.2.  Let p = (77, U)  be any irreducible representation of

C*(2I, Z). // 7 is any nonzero selfadjoint ideal in p(C (21, Z)), then I C\tt(U)

¿!oL

Proof.  If 77 is periodic, then p(C*(2I, ZA) % 77(21) ® Mfe, where ,Mfe = k x

k matrices, and the result is clear. If tt is not periodic, then p„.(F) = 0, by

Lemma 1.2.2, and p    is diffuse on  supp pn, so interior H . =0  each z, where

77 . = 77 . O supp p . Thus the theorem applies.

1.3. Type I covariance algebras.  For a separable C -algebra 21, the

following are equivalent [2], [8]:
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(i) Every irreducible representation of 21  contains the compact operators.

(ii) Any two irreducible representations o'f 21 with the same kernel are

unitarily equivalent.

(iii)  Every factor representation of 21 is of type I, i.e. 7r(2I)    is a type

I von Neumann algebra.

If any of these hold, 21 is said to be G.C.R. or type I. Takesaki [23] and

Zeller-Meier [24] have given conditions under which a general covariance al-

gebra is G.C.R. Utilizing the idea of "induced representations", it is shown

that C (21, Z) is G.C.R. if and only if 21 is G.C.R. and the action of cp on

A  is smooth or regular in the sense of Mackey [20]. Glimm [12] and Effros

[ll] give lists of conditions under which this is true. Since the group here is

Z this result can be stated more simply than in general.

Definition.  A point a £ A  is said to be discrete in its orbit (under cp)  if
rz .

r/j '(a) —► a as rz. —> +°°  or — °° implies a is periodic (with respect to cfi).

Theorem 1.3.1.  If 21 is G.C.R., then the following are equivalent:

(i) C*(2I, Z) is G.C.R.

(ii)  Every a in A  is discrete in its orbit.

(iii) No two orbits have the same closure.

(iv) Every quasi-invariant ergodic measure on   A  is transitive.

Proof, (i) =>(ii) If C (21, Z)  is G.C.R., if a £ A  is not periodic, and if

p    is the transitive irreducible representation based on the orbit of a, then

p (C*(2I, Z)) 7> C(Hn ), so by Theorem 1.2.2, for some A e 21, p (A) is a rank
a Pa

one projection. In general 77j(A) © n2(A) can never be rank one unless 77j(A)

or 7T7(Â) is zero. We conclude that pAA) can be rank one only if cp1 (a)(A) =

0 for all i 4 in.  But if ó '(a)—* a this is impossible. Hence (ii).
. ... " •

(ii) =>(iii) If (ii) holds and y,   and y2  contradict (iii), then cp '(y¡)—►
m. I .

y j  some ¡z2. Î and c/S   *(y_) —» y-   some ¡zzz. !. Then that cA !(yj) —» y x   some

\l A, l. distinct, is immediate.

(iii) =»(i) If (iii) holds then no two transitive representations have the

same kernel unless they are unitarily equivalent. So if (i) does not hold then

there exists an intransitive measure p.  But then it follows from Lemma 1.2.1

that there must be at least two distinct orbits which have  supp p as their

closure.

(i) *=>(iv) In the course of the last part, it was shown that (i) =^(iv).

But from the description given in §1 of the factor representations of C (21, Z)

it follows that if every quasi-invariant ergodic measure is transitive, then

every factor representation is the direct sum of irreducibles and hence of type

I. Thus(iv)=»(i).
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1.4. A representation theorem for certain operators with closed range.

If A £ L(H), as usual 77  separable, then among the many ways of expressing

the fact that the range of A is closed are the following [7]:

(i) 3C> 0 such that \\A*Ax\\ > C\\x\\, V* € (ker A)\

(ii) The origin is an isolated point of the spectrum of A A.

This last shows in particular that if A has closed range, then every

representation of A  does. If A = UD is the polar decomposition [2], with U

a partial isometry and D a positive operator, then by using (ii) to define a

contour integral it is shown in [6] and [7] respectively that U U and U be-

long to C (A). We shall also need the following.  The proof is entirely straight-

forward so we omit it.

Lemma 1.4.1.  If tt is a representation of a C -algebra 21 C L(77), and if

A e 21 has polar decomposition A = UD and closed range, then 77(A) has

polar decomposition 77(A) = n(U) • 77(D).

Suppose A = UD has closed range. Let t/S and <f>~    denote the contin-

uous linear maps of C (A) into itself, defined for B in C (A) by <p(B) =

UBU* and <p~\B)a U*BU.

Let 3) = C*(\cj>n(D), U{-n)U{n)\neZ) C C*(A), where the notation is UM =

Un if 72 > 0 and Uu) = (U*)~n if n < 0. An alternative description of $ is

that it is the minimal C -algebra containing D and 1 and invariant under both

<p and cf>~  . Let 7„  denote the closed selfadjoint ideal in C (A) generated

by U U — UU , and let q denote the canonical quotient map from C (A) into

C*(A)/l„. Then
u

Theorem 1.4.1.  If (C) holds, namely if for every finite collection \Dn\n€,

C3), 2n€JDnU{n) £ /y  implies that each D^ £ 7^, then q(C*(A)) is *-iso-

morphic to a covariance algebra C (qCV), Z).

Proof.  Since q(C (A)) is a C -algebra, we can find a *-isomorphism 77

of q(C (A)) into some L(Hn), and it may be assumed that 77 is nondegenerate

[8].   For brevity, let B '   denote the image of any B C C*(A) under the repre-

sentation tt o q.  Then by Lemma 1.4.1, we have that A   = U D    is the polar

decomposition.  Since q(U) is normal, U    is also, so N(A') = N(U') = N(U'*)

= N(A    ), and the assumption of nondegeneracy implies that U    is unitary.

If 1)   = 77 o q(T>), then JJ    is the minimal C -algebra containing 1 and D', and

invariant under cp ' : B'-> U'b'u'* and<£-1: B '-» U' *B'u'. Thus q(C*(A))

is *-isomorphic to C (A '), q&) to 3)', and cp'  and cp'~     are inverse *-au-

tomorphisms of -D ' implemented by the unitary operator U '. Additionally
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it follows (C ) that 2 e.D   U n = 0 implies D    =0 each n in /. The primes

will now be omitted.

Let B denote the *-subalgebra of C (A) consisting of all elements of

the form 2  e, D U", for some finite subset / of Z, and each D^ belonging

to 2). Since A = UD = (UDU~l) • U e B, B is clearly dense in C*(A). Let

the action of Z on 2) be given by the automorphism t/i, and define x: B —»

l\1>, Z) by x(Z„ej Dnu")ik) = Sk jDk where Sfe J is the Kronecker delta.

This map is well defined since (C ) guarantees the uniqueness of the repre-

sentation of elements of 73. It is clearly linear and into / (T), Z). The veri-

fications that X 1S multiplicative, ""-preserving, and 1-1 are all routine. De-

fining x~    on tne range of x we see tnat ll 1S continuous in the /    norm,

so that x~    can be extended to a representation of 7 (3), Z). But since this

representation is faithful on 3), the corollary to Lemma 1.2.5 gives the conclusion.

PART II.  BILATERAL WEIGHT SHIFTS

2.1. Uniqueness of the basis. Let 77 be a separable Hubert space. Then

V in L(77) is a bilateral weighted shift means that for some orthonormal ba-

sis \e  } c7, Ve   = d e , where d    are complex scalars. It is well known
n nW       n        n  n' n r

that such an operator is reducible if and only if some d. = 0 or \d. \ is a

periodic sequence, and that two such are unitarily equivalent if \d .\ = |<i. |

each i [15], [18], Thus we restrict ourselves to the case d. > 0.

Theorem 2.1.1. The basis \e ] with respect to which V has this shift

form is unique if and only if V is irreducible.

Proof.  First if V is the ordinary unweighted bilateral shift, i.e. multipli-

cation by z on L (S ), and if cf>(z) is any inner function then \zncp]  eZ form

an alternative basis. If V is periodic of period k one simply has to consider

\zncp(z )}  eZ. The converse can be shown by a direct argument or it can be

considered a particular case of a more general situation. For this let (X, p,

<p), and (Y, v, x) be triples of (standard Borel space, finite measure, quasi-

invariant Borel isomorphism). For g > 0 and /> 0 in L   (Y, v) and LA\X., p)

respectively, let M Ux and M.U^  denote the obvious weighted translation
2 1

operators on 77 j = L (Y, v) and 77- = L (X, p), respectively.

Lemma 2.1.1. If M.Ui   and M  Ux are irreducible and are unitarily equiv'

aient via V £ L(77j, 772) then there exists a nonsingular Borel isomorphism

A of (X, p) onto (Y, u) such that Ao<^=^oA and V = U\.

The theorem now follows if two distinct bases are considered as L (Z, p.)

and L (Z, p2).
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For the proof of the lemma, let JJj = C*(\M/0<¿«i„ez) and T>2 =

C*(\M o n\n£Z). Let 2Ij = C*(M  U¿), and 21., = C*(MgU%). Since the constant

function h = I must be cyclic for the irreducible M.(7j), it follows that the

C*-algebra of functions in 3) must have all of L (X, p) as its L     closure.

Since pis finite and we have a C -algebra of functions in L  , one can read-

ily conclude that every function h in L   can be approximated almost everywhere by

a sequence h   oí L°° functions bounded in L°° norm. Then one obtains that L, —» L

" en    .    • * ,?
strongly. Thus the von Neumann algebra generated by j)^  is in fact all of

L°°(X, p). Similarly for 3)2 and L°°(Y, v). Since MfU^ and MgUx are the respective

polar decompositions, one has V-DjV"    = 3)2, and thence by the above re-

marks VL°°(X, p)V~    a L°°(Y, v). Since we have standard measure algebras,

the results of [l6] imply that the isomorphism is implemented by a nonsingu-

lar point transformation A.  The remaining conclusions of the lemma follow

easily.

We should like to thank L. G. Brown for discussions related to the above.

2.2. The generated C -algebra and the canonical diagonal spectrum.

Let the bilateral weighted shift V have polar decomposition V = UD, where

D is the diagonal operator De   = d e  , and U is the bilateral shift. Using

the terminology of Theorem 1.4.1, 7^ = {0¡, and cf>n(D) = UDU~", so 3) =

C (\qSn(D)\  eZ) consists of diagonal operators. Let X denote the maximal

ideal space or spectrum of the commutative C -algebra J3. Let q> also denote

the induced homeomorphism of X. Then since condition (C) clearly holds, we

have

Theorem 2.2.1.  If V is a bilateral weighted shift with closed range,

then C (V)  is *-isomorphic to the covariance algebra C (X, qS).

Ii \V    = UD   \   e    is a collection of bilateral weighted shifts, we may

assume that at least one Vv    has positive weights, so that V      = UD

with U the bilateral shift and D       diagonal is the polar decomposition. Let

cf>(A) = UAU-1  for A £ L(H) and 3) = C*(\cpn(Dy)\neZ<y e/J. Denoting the

spectrum of A) by X and the induced homeomorphism of X by 0 also, in a

manner entirely analogous to the last theorem, one obtains

Theorem 2.2.2. If Vy    has closed range then C*(\Vy}yeu) is *-isomor-

phic to C*(X, cp).

Returning to the case of one shift, a natural question is which pairs

(X, t/j) can arise under the correspondence in Theorem 2.2.1. If 72 6 Z, de-

fine wn in Hom(3), C) = X by w (A) = a    if A = diagja. \ eZ. Then cp1 (w )
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= w _ ., and \w } fZ is dense in X, since if / £ C(X), with f(w ) = 0, all

72, then the inverse Gelfand transform of / is zero, and hence / ■ 0. So the

pair (X, cp) has the property that there exists an orbit of çS which is dense

in X.

Let Y denote the spectrum of D. Define T: X —» II_~ Y, by

7(x) = (..., x(cp(D)), x(D), x(cf>~ \D)), ...).

If T(X) is given the topology induced by the product topology on II Y, then

since D is generated as a C -algebra by \q>"(D)} eZ, T is both continuous

and 1-1. Consequently since X is compact, it is a homeomorphism of X onto

T(X). T(X) will be denoted by X and referred to as the canonical form oí

the diagonal spectrum X. Note that under T, cp becomes the usual right shift

on a product space.

Theorem 2.2.3.  If f/j is a homeomorphism of a compact Hausdorff space

X, then there exists a bilateral weighted shift V, with C (V) naturally *-iso-

morphic to C (X, cp) if and only if

(i) there exists a point x. € X, with dense orbit under d>, and

(ii) there exists f in C(X, R), such that I/o <pn]  eZ separates points

in X.

Proof.  The necessity of (i) has been shown.  For (ii), let pQ £ C(Xc, R)

be the projection on the zero coordinate and pull back to X. Conversely,

assume first that x.  is not periodic under qb. If f £ C(X, R)  satisfies (ii),

let / (x) =f(x)+ 2\\f\\. Let p be a transitive ergodic measure on the orbit

of xQ, and let px   = (tt , U A) be the corresponding representation of C (X, <p).

By the corollary to Lemma 1.2.5, p is a faithful representation and if V is a

bilateral weighted shift with weights d   = / (q>"(xA), then V is the image

under p of an obvious F £ C (X, çS) and has positive weights and closed

range, so an application of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem gives the desired

conclusion. If x.  is periodic, X consists of a finite number of points, say

k, and any shift with nonzero weights of period k  will clearly suffice.

From the proof it is immediate that

Corollary 1.  C (X, cp) is naturally *-isomorphic to a C -algebra gener-

ated by a family of bilateral weighted shifts if and only if cp has a dense

orbit.

We also have, using the real and imaginary parts as in the theorem,

Corollary 2. If cp has a dense orbit, then C (X, tA) is *-isomorphic to a
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C -algebra generated by two bilateral weighted shifts if there exists f in

C(X, C) such that \f o <pn\  eZ separates points in X.

This enables us to give an example of a C -algebra generated by a

pair of shifts, which is not generated by a single one.

Example 1. With S1 = \z: z £ C, \z\ = lj. Let X . IT^S1 and <f> be the

usual shift. This pair clearly satisfies the conditions of Corollary 2, but if

for / £ C(X, R), i/o </>"i  eZ separates points, then letting T: X —* ilc2aof(X)

be given by T(x) = (... , /(<p(x)), /(x), f(q>~"(x)), ... ) then T is a homeo-

morphism onto its range. Now y=To^o T~    is the usual shift on T(X) C

Il^/iX), and the set of fixed points of c/3 must be homeomorphic to those of

Y. But this gives T homeomorphic to /(X) C R, which is impossible.

Some examples of how the theorem itself applies follow:

Example 2. Let Y be any compact subset of the real line, andX = IT^ Y

with the product topology. Let <p be the usual shift. Since, with respect to

the natural product measure, çS is measure preserving and ergodic, by the lem-

ma of Halmos quoted earlier, Lemma 1.2.1, almost every point has dense or-

bit, and clearly any coordinate function works.

Example 3. Let X be the »z-torus, and let t/i be an ergodic rotation of

this topological group. Again from Lemma 1.2.1, this time with respect to

Haar measure, almost every point has dense orbit. In fact, every point must

have. Define / £ C(X, 7?) by /(«j, z2, ... , %m) = Re(zj + z2 + ... + *m). A

simple argument using the fact that a Vandermonde matrix is invertible if and

only if the elements are distinct [17] shows that !/°^"S ^ separates points.

Returning to the canonical diagonal spectrum, recall that we had T: X—»

X    by (2.2). So for the dense subset \u> } €Z in X, that was defined pre-

viously, we have T(w^ = (... , dk_^, dk, d^ ., ...). (Recall V = UD, with

D = diagziZ7. }._2.) Thus X    is simply the closed subset of ü^íspectr. D)

generated by D and its translates. And if x IS trie usual shift, V is alge-

braically equivalent to the element Fy in C (X , x) of the form

Fvin) = p0    if n = 1,

= 0      if rz 4 1.

Thus at least when V is G.C.R. it is a simple matter using the represen-

tation theory described earlier to write down the irreducible representations

of V.

Example. Let V = UD with

D = diag{..., 1, 1,1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, ...}.

Then X    is easily determined and one ascertains that V has, to within uni-
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tary equivalence, only the following distinct irreducible representations:

(i) the identity representation,

(ii) a representation as a shift with weights Í..., 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, ... j,

(iii) as a shift with weights {..., 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, ... 1, and

(iv)   for each A £ C, a one dimensional representation as A and 2A.

2.3. Shifts without closed range. It was necessary that V have closed

range in Theorem 2.2.1 in order that the diagonal algebra A) be a subalgebra

of C*(V) and so that for all B £ 3), we should have B • Uk in C*(V) for all

k £ Z. In general if V does not have closed range, one can only say that

C (V) is *-isomorphic to some subalgebra of C (X, r/i). For certain shifts,

one can say more. If V is essentially (or almost) normal i.e.  V V — VV    £

C(77), then except for D = Al, which we ignore, V is irreducible, so C (V) D

C(77) [2], If K(77) denotes the compact diagonal operators, then 3) = C (D) +

K(77) C C*(V), and clearly 3)1 • Uk C C*(V) for 3)1 = 3) - |A7iXeC, so the proof

of Theorem 1.4.1 shows that C (V) is *-isomorphic to C (X., cp), with X.

only locally compact here. In particular, every representation p consists of

a pair (77, L), and p(V) = 77(D) • L.  For an arbitrary shift this is no longer true.

In fact, one can show quite easily

Theorem 2.3.1. C (V = DU) has the property that for every irreducible

representation p, p(V) = 77(D) • L for some representation tt of 3) and unitary

operator L  if and only if

(O) d    —* 0 implies d       —>  0,    all k e Z.
n. c ft... '

1 i+k

One can go further and show that

Theorem 2.3.2.  C (V) is a covariance algebra C (X, c/S) if and only if

V satisfies condition (O).

Proof.  The previous theorem shows the necessity. Let -D    be the sub-

algebra of C(V) consisting of all diagonal operators. Let A^ = (VnV ")

and Bn = (V*"Vn)lA, all n > 1. As always 3) = C*(\cpn(D)]ntZ) % C(X). If uz

£ X, then it follows from (O) that w(cpn(D)) 4 0, all 72. But then using the fact

that A    and B    are in 3)", the "functions" in 3)    are seen to separate the

points of X. 3)    is a *-algebra, so the Stone-Weierstrass theorem gives S) =

3). If 3)* denotes \B € 3): B • Un £ C*(V)|, then 3)*  contains the selfadjoint

algebra D • 3), the elements of which also must separate the points of X. Thus

3)   =3), each rz, and the conclusion of the theorem follows.
n        ' '

2.4. Algebraic equivalence.  We turn now to the question of when two ir-

reducible bilateral weighted shifts Vj  and V2 are algebraically equivalent,
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i.e. when does there exist a faithful representation tt oí C (Vj) with tt(V¡) m

V2. The first lemma shows that we may assume that Vj, and hence necessar-

ily V2, have closed range.

Lemma 2.4.1. Let A £ L(77) have polar decomposition A = UD. If tt is

any representation of C (A) for which N(n(A)) = N(tt(A  )) = |0], then tt has

an extension to a representation of C (A, U) on the same Hilbert space 77  .

Proof.  From [8, Proposition 2.10.2] there exists an extension 77    of 77

to C*(A, U)  such that 77^, 7> Hn and ?r'(B)|H   = 77(B), for all B in C*(A).

Then 77 iA)\H   = 77 (U) o tt (D)\h    implies, since 77  (D)Hn= 77^. by hypothe-

sis, that 77 (1077   C 77  . Similarly considering tt (A  ), one obtains 77 (U )Hn

C Hv. So 77    is reduced by 77    and the corresponding subrepresentation is the

desired one.

Returning to the irreducible weighted shifts V, and V-, we may now as-

sume closed range. Let X. , i = 1, 2, denote their respective canonical diag-

onal spectrum.  Then

Theorem 2.4.1.   Vj  is algebraically equivalent to V2  if and only if X.

= x2c.

Proof.  By Theorem 2.2.1, each C (V.) is naturally   -isomorphic to

C (X.  , x) where x ls tne usual shift on a product space, and under this   -

isomorphism, V.   is carried to F. in C (X. , x), where F.(l) = pQ, the zero

coordinate projection and F .(n) = 0 if n # 1. Hence the sufficiency.

If V,  is algebraically equivalent to V2, then C (V2) is the image of a

faithful irreducible representation p of C*(X. , x) with p(Fj) = V2>  By §1.1,

if p = (77, L), then p    is transitive, and if it is based on the orbit of xQ, then

p(Fj) is a shift whose weights have as their absolute values the coordinates

of xQ. But this sequence and its translates generates X2<_ , so X2¡_ C Xlc,

and symmetry reverses the inequality.

As previously remarked, if X = IT^il, 2\, and x 1S tne usual shift, then

with respect to the usual product measure, almost every point has dense orbit.

In this sense

Corollary. Almost all bilateral weighted shifts whose weights are I or 2

are algebraically equivalent.

Remark.  If the weights of a particular shift form an almost periodic func-

tion on Z [19], then the diagonal spectrum X is a topological group.  There

is a natural homeomorphism of X onto a subgroup of ll_oo5    and it is possible
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to formulate a condition for algebraic equivalence in terms of this subgroup.

2.5. N.G.C.R. shifts. Recall that a C*-algebra is said to be N.G.C.R.

if it has no C.C.R. ideal [2], So if V is any irreducible operator, C (V) is

N.G.C.R. means simply that C*(V) C\C(H) = ¡Oi. If V has closed range then

C (V) % C (X, cp) and known conditions apply [24]. In fact, these conditions

are derived in Part I. Actually the same condition applies whether or not the

range is closed. Let V = UD, where D = diag\d,],eZ.

Theorem 2.5.1.  C (V) n C(77) = ¡Qi if and only if there exists n . —>»

with d     , —> d,, all k £ Z.
7Z .+* k'

Proof. We know that C (V) is   -isomorphic to some subalgebra of

C*(X, <f>), where X is the spectrum of 3) = C*(\cpn(D)}neZ) and <p(D) = UDU*.

Let 3)    be the C -subalgebra of C (V) consisting of all diagonal operators.

Let X    denote its spectrum. We shall see that 33    is a "large enough" sub-

algebra of J), so that we can work with it.

Clearly, if the weights are periodic, C (V) C\C(H) = JO], so we may re-

strict ourselves to the case of V irreducible. Then C (V) C\C(H) 4 \0\  im-

plies C*(V) r\C(H) m C(H) [2]. Thus 3)" is a representation tt oí C(X#) and

so from the well-known structure of these [2], S)    will contain rank one oper-

ators if and only if

(i) 77 is multiplicity free, and

(ii) p    has an isolated atom.

For all k £ Z, define w'k   in XW by w'k(B) = b%  for B = diag\bJneZ.

Then \w', },eZ is dense in X  , and it is seen that the measure p    is purely

atomic with atoms \w, \,€Z.

Put An = y]vnV*n = cpAD) • cf,7(D) • • • cpn(D), and Bn = y/v*"V" = D •

<f>~ (D), ..., cp~"+ (D). Since these all belong to 3) , by the continuing as-

sumption of nonzero weights each w,   has a unique extension to the obvious

w,  in X. In particular w'. = w' =*w. = w. =^wi(<f>k(D)) = w](cf>k(D)), all k, =*D
ft l J i j

is periodic. We assumed otherwise, so \w, \,eZ is distinct, i.e. 77 is multi-

plicity free. Thus we are reduced to considering whether zzv is an isolated

point of X"  or not. But again, since u>'(A  ) -¡¿ 0 and 7*¿(B ) ^ 0, a simple

argument shows that w    —► wQ ii and only if w    —» w^. Putting wn  in canonical
i i i

form, this is exactly the condition of the theorem.

PART III. UNILATERAL WEIGHTED SHIFTS

3.1. The generated C -algebra. If 77 is a separable Hilbert space, an

operator W is a unilateral weighted shift means that for some orthonormal
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basis le  ]        . , We.= d.e.   ,, with d. £ C. It is well known that such a W
"n¿Z+ »       i   i + l' i

is irreducible if and only if each d. 4 0. We shall always assume this.  Fur-

ther, to unitary equivalence it may be assumed that d. > 0 [15].  Then W has

polar decomposition W = S • D where D = diag|tin!neZ+ and  S is the unilat-

eral shift.

If W has closed range, i.e. \d. }-eZ+ is bounded away from zero or alter-

natively D is invertible, we can apply Theorem 1.4.1. With the notation in-

troduced there, 7^ is generated by S S — SS    a projection of rank one. Any

ideal in an irreducible C -algebra is irreducible, so 7^ = C(77) [2], Now

3) = C*(\cpn(D), S*MSln\eZ) = C*(\cp(D)\neZ),

since D has closed range, is commutative. Let X denote the spectrum of 3).

If q is the quotient map L(77) —» L(H)/C(H), then q(li) is also commutative.

Denote its spectrum by q(X), and call it the essential diagonal spectrum of

W. Now cp induces an automorphism of q(A)), and hence a homeomorphism,

also denoted by c/>, of q(X). Condition (C) is easily verified so it follows

that

Theorem 3.1.1. If W is an irreducible unilateral weighted shift with

closed range, then C (W)/C(H)  is *-isomorphic to the covariance algebra

C*(q(X), cp).

It is not difficult to do as in §2.3 and extend this result to certain types

of shifts which do not necessarily have closed range. We omit the details.

Since C (W) contains the irreducible ideal C(H), it is known [2], [8] that

every representation is a direct sum of two subrepresentations pj  and p,

with pj(C(77)) 4 0, and p2(C(H)) = 0. Then p.  must be equivalent to a multi-

ple of the identity representation, so with the representations p2 of

C (q(X), cp) having been described in Part I, quite a good description of the

representations of C (W) is possible; in particular, a complete description

in case W is G.C.R. Additionally, the conditions given in §L3 characterize

which C (W)/C(H) and thence C (W) ate G.C.R. We must postpone the cor-

responding characterization for those shifts without closed range until later.

As was done for the bilateral operators, since £ consists of diagonal

operators, define w € X, n = 0, 1, 2, by w (B) = b if B = diag{& } +.

By the usual argument \u>  }        .  is dense in X.

Now cp: D —* SDS    and <p~  : D —* S DS are both continuous, linear,

multiplicative maps of 3) into itself, the former (1-1) and the latter onto. If

the zero homomorphism is adjoined to X, then </i and 0~    induce continuous
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maps of X into X, whose action on \w } eZ+ is given by

cpAw ) = w_j    if « > 0,

= 0 if 72 = 0

and

(p~n(w.) = w      if « > 0.

Let Xj = {0, zzz    tzzj, ... j and X, = X — X ,. If y £ X., then y = lim w    m

lim <p     l(wQ), so çS~    o tp(y) = y since cp o <f>~   = idx, and tp"  is seen to

be a homeomorphism of X.. Of course X, is simply the essential diagonal

spectrum q(X). For, if x = lim w    , and K £ 3) is compact, then x(K) =

lim izv    (7C) = 0. So X, C q(X). But q(X) C X is always true and clearly no

point of X ,, except 0, is in q(X). So we have X, = q(X).

We again consider the canonical form of the diagonal spectrum. Thus if

x € X, let T(X) be as in (2.2). Then T is a homeomorphism of X into iP^oo^

where Y is the spectrum of D. In particular T(wQ) = (..., 0, 0, 0, d0, dx,

d2, ...) and T(wJ = (..., 0, 0, dQ, dv d2, ...), etc. and 7TX) = \T(wn)\neZ

= T(XJ) + T(XA, where + denotes disjoint union»

Theorem 3.1.2. Let 4> be a homeomorphism of a compact Hausdorff

space Y. Then there exists a unilateral weighted shift W for which

C (W)/C(H) is naturally *-isomorphic to C (Y, f/i) if and only if

(i) 3/ £ C(Y, R) with {/o <pn)„ez separating points.

(ii) If T denotes the natural isomorphism

T(x) r* (..., /(#*)), /(*), f(<p-"ix)), ...)

then 3\d. }.>n, bounded, C 7?, such that if D = (..., 0, 0, 0, d0, d., d2, ...)

and x is the backward shift, then \xk(DMk>0 = T(Y) + \xk(D)¡k>0'

Proof. The remarks preceding the theorem show the necessity. For

sufficiency, if we choose W = S - (D + 2 sup \d. \ • 1), where S = unilateral

shift, then the canonical form of X. described above shows that q(X) = X.

= T(Y), and hence that C*(W)/C(77) is indeed *-isomorphic to C*(Y, <p).

It is unfortunate that as even very simple examples show it is necessary

in the above to consider points outside Y. There is a simpler condition that

is sufficient.

Corollary.  For sufficiency (ii) ?7zay be replaced by

(ii)    for some x £ Y, either \cpn(x)\       .or \cp~n(x

Proof. Just let d = /(<p~'(x)), i > 0, in case \<j>n(x)\       . is dense.
* n ez

(ii)    for some x £ Y, either \cf>"(x)}       .or \cp~n(x)}        .   is dense in Y.
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Among the many pairs (Y, cp) to which the corollary applies are those of

Examples 2 and 3 of Part II.

3.2. N.G.C.R. shifts. As was previously remarked, an irreducible opera-

tor W is N.G.C.R. if and only if C*(W) D C(77) = ¡0Î.

Theorem 3.2.1. If W = S • D is an irreducible unilateral weighted shift,

then W is N.G.C.R. if and only if there exists n. —>+<» such that d , —»

if k > 0  ÍZ72ZÍ d       . -♦ 0  if k < 0.

Proof.  After the description of the canonical diagonal spectrum given in

§3.1, the theorem is proven in exactly the same manner that Theorem 2.5.1

was established.

The condition is clearly not a vacuous one, so the existence of such

shifts is established. The result may also be expressed as follows.

Theorem 3.2.2.  If W is an irreducible unilateral weighted shift, W =

S ■ D, and 3) = C*(\cpn(D)\n€Z), then C*(W) is N.G.C.R. if and only if <p~l

is an isomorphism of Ju.

Proof, kernel <p~ ! = ídiagífc, 0, 0, 0, ... \] C C(77), so 0" ' is 1-1 if and

only if 3) nC(77) = {Oi.

3.3. Algebraic equivalence. We want to consider when two irreducible

unilateral weighted shifts are algebraically equivalent. Firstly

Theorem 3.3.1.  If Wj  is any irreducible unilateral weighted shift with

closed range, then W.   is algebraically equivalent to another shift W2  if

and only if W*W1 = W* W2.

Proof. Notice that W2 is not assumed to be irreducible. It is well known

that Wj  is unitarily eqiuvalent to W2  if and only if Wi^i = W2W2. Hence

the sufficiency.  For the necessity we must first show that W2  is in fact

necessarily irreducible.  For this, suppose W2 has polar decomposition W2 =

S   • D2. Since W,  has closed range, the unilateral shift S belongs to C (W),

and it is a consequence of Lemma 1.4.1 that if rr implements the algebraic

equivalence, then 77(5) = S . Hence S    is an isometry.  But W2 is a unilat-

eral weighted shift, so it must be that S   m S, i.e. W2 is irreducible.

Now since C (WAD C(H), and ?7 is an irreducible representation, 77

must be unitarily implemented [2]. So the conclusion.

If W,  is not of closed range, it is possible that W2 be reducible.

Example 4. Let W. m S • Dj where
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Dj = diagjl, 1, 1/2, 1, 1, 1/3, 1, 1, 1/4, ... j

then W. has a three dimensional representation as the operator with matrix

[0     0    0"]

1     0    0
0    1   oj

Thus W, has a faithful representation as the reducible shift with weights

{.1, 1,0,1, 1, Vi, ...1.
It is true for any irreducible operator that is not N.G.C.R., that every

faithful irreducible representation is unitarily implemented. But we have seen

that shifts with nonclosed range may be N.G.C.R. However, as has been true

throughout most of this part, the unilateral case is not markedly different

from the bilateral.

Theorem 3.3.2. If W.  and W2 are irreducible unilateral weighted shifts,

then W.   and W2 are algebraically equivalent if and only if X.    = X2

(where X.    denotes the canonical diagonal spectrum defined previously in

§3.1).

Proof. Let p be the representation implementing the algebraic equiva-

lence. Extend p to a representation p    of C (W, S) on some 77^» 7> 77    in

the usual way [8], If p is not unitarily implemented, then certainly both W.

and W2 must be N.G.C.R. Let W1  denote Wj  with all the weights increased

by one. Then p    is an irreducible representation of C (WA ¡^ C (Xj  , x),

for which p (Wj) is reducible and p (Wj)|H   = W     This cannot occur unless
/  . . . . n ~

p    is a transitive representation based on the orbit of a point in X,     of the

form j..., a_2, fl_j, 1, 1+flj, l+a2, ...} where \a  j  eZ_   are irrelevant

and W2 has weights i«„i„ez+. But W2  is N.G.C.R. so by Theorem 3.2.1

some sequence of translates converges to i..., 1, 1, 1, 1 + a., 1 + «., 1 +

a,, ...}. This says that X,    DX,  , so by symmetry we are done.

3.4. G.C.R. shifts.  For weighted shifts, either unilateral or bilateral,

with nonzero weights and closed range, a characterization of those which are

G.C.R. follows from §1.3. In [4], it is shown that any shift whose weights

consist only of 0's and l's is G.C.R. More generally, suppose V = U • D.

(W = S • D2) is a bilateral (unilateral) weighted shift. Let Yj   (Y2) be the

subset of the diagonal spectrum Xj   (X2) given by Y, « [w € X,: if w(cpk(D))

= 0 then w(cpk+n(D)) = 0, all n > 0 or all n < Oj.

Theorem 3.4.1.  V (resp. W) is G.C.R. if and only if every point of Y.

(YA is discrete in its orbit.
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Proof. Since every irreducible representation of C (W) is either unitar-

ily equivalent to the identity representation or else is a representation of

C*(W)/C(H) (these are not mutually exclusive) the argument for the unilateral

case reduces to the following for the bilateral case.

To every point of X.  there corresponds the transitive irreducible repre-

sentation of the covariance algebra C (V, U) described in §1.1. If the point

is in Y,, then by restricting to C (V) and possibly taking a subrepresenta-

tion, one obtains an irreducible representation p of V as a bilateral weighted

shift or a unilateral weighted shift or the adjoint of the last. In any of these

cases, if the point of Í7 is not discrete in its orbit, then by Theorem 2.5.1

or Theorem 3.2.1 it follows that p(C*(V)) n C(H) = ¡Oj. Thus V is not G.C.R.

Conversely, suppose p is an irreducible representation of C (V) for

which p(C (V)) n C(H  ) = {Oj. Since V is a centered operator, it follows that

p(V) is one [21]. If p(V) and p(V ) have zero null space, then by Lemma

2.4.1, p extends to a representation p    of C (V, U), which is a covariance

algebra, also on 77   . If p   = (77, L) has p    transitive, then p(V) is an N.G.CR.

irreducible bilateral weighted shift, and so by Thoerem 2.5.1, there exists y

£ Yj, not discrete in its orbit. If p    is intransitive, then by Theorem 1.3.1

there exist points in Xj, in fact a set of nonzero measure of them, which are

not discrete in their orbit. Then N(p(V )) = ,0j implies that some point in Yj

has this property, i.e. NWfLpUjT*) = {Oj -» pßy: f(y) = Oj) = 0. Finally, if

p(V) is an irreducible unilateral shift or the adjoint of one, then an argument

almost identical to that at the end of Theorem 3-3.2 gives the conclusion. By

the decomposition of centered operators given in [21], the above are the only

possibilities forp(V).
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